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About This Game

The land is Cursed. Dark horrors have conquered the kingdom of men. Countless brave adventurers have attempted to cleanse
this evil. None have returned...

A nobleman enters the inn seeking adventurers to join him on his holy quest. Once again a small fellowship departs on it's quest
to vanquish the evil that torments the land. Now the fate of the kingdom rests upon the shoulders of one brave party. A heavy

burden weighs upon their souls, for now they have to face the Unforgiving Trials.

STORY

Every 20 years Corruption spreads across the lands inflicting terror and fear in the hearts of villagers. No one knows the reason
for this calamity except the old King who perished when the hordes swarmed the Capital city. Many tried to reach the king in
attempt to gain any knowledge or insight to fight the curse. Yet it all proved futile as no one ever returned to tell the tale. The

story begins in a bustling inn along the road that leads east towards the Capital. A mysterious young lord ventures forth only with
his most trusted guardian and a pouch full of coins. It is up to him to recruit a party of the very best adventurers: knights,

wizards, thieves and oddballs. Recruit whoever it takes to reach the old King and reclaim the lands of man. While your quest
seems straightforward it is certainly not an easy task as vile beasts and threatening monstrosities lurk the realm, ready to strike

you down at the first sign of weakness.

GAMEPLAY

Embark on an epic adventure to save the lands. Form a party by selecting 4 different adventurers from a pool of over 12 unique
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classes. Battle your way through the cursed lands scaling the highest mountains and exploring the darkest dungeons. Face more
than 30 unique challenging bosses in order to reach the capital of the kingdom. Trade and interact with other travelers, influence

their fate and discover many secrets on your dark adventure.

FEATURES

Fast paced Active Turn Battles

More than 12 characters with their unique classes

Customizable leveling system offering different builds and playstyles

Over 200 spells and abilities to master

30+ overpowered bosses

Animal companions

Explorable populated villages with traders and other adventurers

Extremely challenging and strategic encounters

Upcoming content updates with new characters, skills and more

AMATERASU SOFTWARE

We are a team of four video game enthusiasts with a childhood dream of making our own video games witch laid dormant till
now. Every member of our team is a fan of old school JRPG genre. It's our dream to revitalize its turn based battle system witch
is shunned more and more every year in favor of more action oriented combat. For this reason we decided that our first project

will be battle oriented JRPG in order to reignite the passion of old school turn based combat.

We are grateful for all the support and are looking for your feedback on what kind of additional content (classes, spells,
characters) you want us to add in the game.
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It's a classic hardcore detailed RPG. While Star Trail is the real shining star of this series, this is a great introduction to old
school gaming. I have no idea if they fixed the bugs (save game destroying errors) from the original, so be wary of certain
siutations such as starting a fire in the spider cave or gathering coins in the final tomb.

I'm a big fan of realism in my RPG, even when it can be frustrating. The idea of having to plan for weapons breaking, illnesses,
cold and wet weather, equipment wearing out, as well as climbing and swimming challenges is something often overlooked in
most modern games.

If you love all-inclusive details, where you build your characters from scratch and have to plan your quests tactfully, this is your
game!. Same issue, purchased the game and it does not install.. Pretty fun difference game. My partner and I blew through it in
.6 hours; 100%. Sound off and something else in the background.. Great start for a virtual desktop enviroment! Nailed the
options panel and the desktop shard concept is an awesome way to make way more out of your screen space.

Feature request:

webcam option for camera object as well for viewing your physical keyboard or anything else in real space. The game stops
when I try to break a wall. Too bad coz I was actually liking it.. Point Perfect seems like a unique concept at first, and it is.
Thing is though, this seems like a game thats worth maybe one dollar. Not five.
Only buy this on sale.
6\/10. This game is a great rogue like game that looks good and runs smoothly.
Theres lot of secrets to uncover, explosions, weapons and in generel lot of funny stuff to explore.
I played it on normal and i died really fast, maybe its my skills - who knows :)

I made a gameplay review, please check it out: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=B2VQMkFr1HE&feature=youtu.be. This
game is ideal for horror beginners. For them it is fearful enough. Veterans from Five Nights at Freddy's will be bored, but I had
intensive experience.. Follows a very basic system. Currency collected from doing well only has an impact on the level looks and
the chance you'll get a different currency each time you finish a level, which then lets you unlock different looks for your
character. The game never changes with these so all you'll see is a cosmetic difference. Was entertaining for the first couple
attempts but then just became a bit annoying.. A fun RTS that's reminiscent of the old age of empires\/Warcraft games... with
it's on map editor and multiple game modes,
what's not to like?
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This is an awesome upgrade to space cat! I even love the new items. The option to change the bgm is pretty nice too!. Please
better servers. Out of all the Human skins this one is my favorite trapping in style B ). Hands down my favorite Grand Strategy
game ever made. Maybe favorite game period. The ability to play as any nation no matter the size, the depth, the tough yet not
too tough learning curve, an interface while not amazing or beautiful is easily understandble (once you get your feet wet) and
fairly slick and easy to use. the endless mods and great community. It all just works IMO. I love it and I've dumped countless
hours into it (my steam hours on this game are far from accurate since I count playing this games mods and the years i spent
playing it before buying it on steam). Check out Aresenal of Democracy as well, it's arguably the best mod for this game. If you
love Grand Strategy this is it right here. Top recommendation of all time.. The game with nice graphics, the soundtrack is very
good.
The story is simple, but interesting.
The gameplay is not bad, in VR saw few games of this genre.
The game is worth its money.. A quite unique and fun game.

The combat system on this game is definitely not something you've seen before outside the Touhou franchise.

There is a huge emphasis on planning and correct executing of attacks and specials.

Combos are short, 4 - 5 hits at maximum.

The game plays in the air. There are 3 layers where you can play, top layer, middle layer, and down layer.

Each character has attacks that can be used more efficiently in one of these 3 layers.

Everyone still have the bullet hell skills and is up to you if block or evade through them.

Most of the animations are locked, so the moment you do something, you have to commit to it, here is where the whole "plan
your perfect combo" comes into.

A single bad movement can cause you to lose a huge chunk of health.

... And all of this is just like 20% of what the games offers you, there are plenty more systems inside and there is a very nice
learning curve to each character.

2D Animations are flawless, the artstyle is incredible just like in most Touhou games.

The only one thing I don't like about this game is the fact you can only chose 1280x720p windowed screen or full screen that on
my monitor (ultrawide) stretches. You cannot change the resolution of the window... Is locked
. Perhaps one of my newest survival games next to the alien games! Please keep up the good work!. Crusaders of the Lost Idols
is my favorite idle\/incremental game. It has such a depth of concept and ever growing content. It just not get boring. I probably
played it everyday since I discovered it on Steam.. I think much work has been done to improve this game. It is not perfect but
the developer has gone a long way to get my thumbs up.. It's a great twist on Tetris that I'd recommend to anyone with "VR
legs." For those who get a little quesy when the VR world shifts on you, stay away until they update it with a way to disable the
ending "fall."

Essentially, when you lose, the floor falls out from under you and you fall twenty feet. For those who are not strongly affected
by VR sliding, it's fine, but for those who do not handle it well, this event essentially ruins the game.

I've suggested to the Devs to add an option to disable this (or teleport you down, or something), but so far no response.
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